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Tunnel consists of a pair of tubes, each providing two lanes. Tunnel Length approximately 2. Holland Tunnel
Opens on November 13th 6. United States -- Spirit of St. Louis across the Atlantic nonstop and solo, direct
from New York City to Paris, as the first solo transatlantic flight. First successful nonstop flight made in either
direction between NYC and Paris. Louis" built by Ryan Aeronautical Company. The plane was a fabric
covered, single-seat, single-engine "Ryan NYP" high wing monoplane. Lindbergh took off in The Spirit of St.
Arrives Le Bourget Aerodrome, Paris after 33 hours, 29 minutes 5: Governments around the world were
looking at some form of Pilots License being implemented. In May of that year Ford announced that all
production of their famous Model T had ended and that all factories would be dedicated to creating a more
innovative and exciting vehicle. Its new features included a safety glass windshield, 4-wheel brakes, and
hydraulic shock absorbers. It was also the first to feature the iconic blue oval logo badge. They reportedly sold
over , vehicles in the first 2 weeks after its debut. By March the bridge was completed and in June it was
opened to the public prior to its official dedication. The film is credited with ushering in the age of "Talkies"
as silent films became less popular and technology advanced. It is also ranked as one of the most notable
American films. Lives Lost exceeded , making it one of the ten most deadly earthquakes in history. Work
begins on Mount Rushmore. Sculpture of 4 U. Presidents carved into Mount Rushmore. Mount Rushmore is
composed of smooth, fine-grained granite. Work Began On October 4th , 5. Work Completed on October 31st,
The Vega became a favorite plane of early pilots who were looking to set records as it was designed to be
sturdy and safe while also being lightweight and fast. The 6-seat plane was designed by Jack Northrup who
would go on to found several aircraft companies and would later work for the Douglas Aircraft Company.
Some of the famous aviators known for using Vega planes to accomplish their feats and set records included
Amelia Earhart, Wiley Post, and Charles Lindbergh. The company was created by former talent agent Arthur
Judson and was originally a radio network. CBS began experimenting with television in the s but would not be
able to develop it more until the late s after the end of World War II. United States -- Nixon v. Supreme Court
ruled on the Nixon v. Herndon case during March. The court stated that the Texas law violated the Equal
Protection clause of the Fourteenth Amendment. The vote was unanimous, and Justice Oliver Wendell Holmes
delivered the opinion. However, the ruling was not particularly effective and the state passed a new law that
maintained the white primary system, circumventing the verdict. The white only primary system would not be
fully dismantled until with the Smith v. Allwright Supreme Court decision. Trotsky was one of the leaders of
the Russian October Revolution Commissar for Foreign Affairs and Brest-Litovsk to Trotsky expelled from
the Communist Party and Joseph Stalin takes control Trotsky was deported from the Soviet Union in
February He was taken in by Mexico in He wrote a number of books while in exile criticizing Stalinism.
Heavy Rain began in the late summer, a year before in On April 15th , 15 inches of rain fell in 18 hours. April
15th, the Mississippi River broke out of its levee system at locations. Water flooded an area of twenty-seven
thousand square miles. Striking miners from the Columbine Mine are massacred with machine gun fire at
Serene. Columbine Mine is in Serene, Colorado. Miners Began Strike 5 weeks earlier at coal mines in the state
of Colorado. Strikers and their wives arrive at the north gate on November 21st on route to the town for a
morning rally. Strike leader Adam Bell stepped forward and asked that the gate be unlocked. When the gate
was kept locked, the miners forced their way through the wooden gate. Miners are fired on by machine guns
leaving six strikers dead and many more injured. Chinese gun batteries begin attacking British and US
shipping. British warships attack and disable the Chinese gun batteries. Groundbreaking aviator Charles
Lindbergh was awarded the Distinguished Flying Cross Medal in the first ever presentation of the honor
during June. Lindbergh received the award for completing the very first transatlantic solo flight from New
York to Paris during the previous month. Future well-known recipients of the medal would include George H.
The film starred Clara Bow, the embodiment of the modern Flapper girl, and was a success with critics and the
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public. She was known from then on as "The It Girl" and the phrase became a fixture of public vocabulary,
used to describe a woman with a mysteriously attractive quality that cannot be defined. The movie, a romantic
comedy, was later selected for preservation by the Library of Congress. The movie was not well-received with
critics at the time and H. Wells, master of science fiction writing, wrote a long and cutting negative review of
the film a few months after its release. The film has since gained a cult following and many now consider it a
cutting-edge film during the time it was created. In Britain, a people a week die from influenza epidemic.
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Early years[ edit ] Baker was born and raised in a musical household in Yale , Oklahoma. His father, Chesney
Baker Sr. His maternal grandmother was Norwegian. Baker began his musical career singing in a church
choir. His father gave him a trombone, which was replaced with a trumpet when the trombone proved too
large. His mother notes that he had begun to memorize tunes on the radio before he was given an instrument.
After "falling in love" with the trumpet, he improved noticeably in two weeks. Peers called Baker a natural
musician to whom playing came effortlessly. He was assigned to Berlin, Germany, where he joined the th
Army band. Rather than playing identical melody lines in unison like Parker and Dizzy Gillespie , Baker and
Mulligan complemented each other with counterpoint and anticipating what the other would play next. In ,
readers named Baker the top jazz vocalist. Nevertheless, Baker sang throughout the rest of his career. He
declined a studio contract, preferring life on the road as a musician. Over the next few years, Baker led his
own combos, including a quintet with Francy Boland , where Baker combined playing trumpet and singing. In
he completed an eight-month tour of Europe, where he recorded Chet Baker in Europe. Baker was arrested for
drug possession and jailed in Pisa, forcing Leoni to communicate through the prison warden to coordinate
arrangements with Baker as they prepared for recording. Sometimes Baker pawned his instruments to buy
drugs. During the s, he was imprisoned in Italy on drug charges and was expelled from Germany and the UK
on drug-related offenses. He was deported to the U. He settled in Milpitas , California, performing in San
Francisco and San Jose between jail terms for prescription fraud. He received cuts, and possibly broken teeth,
which ruined his embouchure and made it difficult to play the trumpet. He entered a car and became
surrounded. Instead of rescuing him, the people inside the car pushed him back out onto the street, where the
chase continued. His teeth were knocked out, leaving him unable to play trumpet. He worked at a gas station
until concluding that he had to find a way back to music. Three months later he got a job in New York City.
He moved to New York City and began performing and recording again, including with guitarist Jim Hall.
Later in the s, Baker returned to Europe, where he was assisted by his friend Diane Vavra, who took care of
his personal needs and helped him during his recording and performance dates. From until his death in , Baker
lived and played almost exclusively in Europe, returning to the U. However, as his extensive output is strewn
across numerous, mostly small European labels, none of these recordings ever reached a wider audience,
though many of them were well received by critics. In , British singer Elvis Costello , a longtime fan of Baker,
hired the trumpeter to play a solo on his song " Shipbuilding " for the album Punch the Clock. In , Chet Baker:
Augmenting the music, Baker speaks one-on-one with friend and colleague Costello about his childhood,
career, and struggle with drugs. Although Baker was not in great shape during the concert, the interview is
highly informative. Baker recorded the live album Chet Baker in Tokyo with his quartet featuring pianist
Harold Danko , bassist Hein Van de Geyn and drummer John Engels less than a year before his death, and it
was released posthumously. Silent Nights, a recording of Christmas music, was recorded with Christopher
Mason in New Orleans in and released in Death[ edit ] Plaque at the Hotel Prins Hendrik, in Amsterdam Early
on May 13, , Baker was found dead on the street below his hotel room in Amsterdam , with serious wounds to
his head, apparently having fallen from the second floor window. There was no evidence of a struggle, and the
death was ruled an accident. A plaque outside the hotel memorializes him. The Young Chet Baker. The film
was shot during a few weeks in the first half of and ignores later highlights such as the Japanese concert. His
Life and Music is the English translation.
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Shipping General delivery information available from the auctioneer Once payments have been cleared with
the cashiers, clients are able to collect their purchases on the day or within two working days unless special
arrangements have been made with Grand Auctions. Full details can be obtained from the offices of Grand
Auctions. Please note that Grand Auctions does not have the facilities to offer an in-house packing service for
larger items. For general items we recommend Mail Boxes Etc in Canterbury, telephone For paintings we
recommend Aardvark Art Services Ltd, telephone Both are more than capable of handling any enquiries you
may have regarding the packing and shipping of your purchases, both nationally and internationally. We do
not take card payments over the telephone. Our preferred method of payment is by direct bank transfer. These
conditions of Sale and Business constitute the contract between Grand Auctions The Auctioneer and the seller
on the one hand and the buyer on the other. By bidding at the auction you agree to these terms. The auctioneer
shall act reasonably in exercising this discretion. This premium is subject to VAT at the rate imposed by law.
Value Added Tax is charged at the appropriate rate prevailing by law at the date of sale and is payable by
buyers of relevant Lots. This payment is only calculated on qualifying works of art, which are sold for a
hammer price more than the UK sterling equivalent of EURO 1, â€” the UK sterling equivalent will fluctuate
in line with prevailing exchange rates. It is entirely the responsibility of the buyer to acquaint himself with the
precise EURO to UK Sterling exchange rate on the day of the sale in this regard, and the auctioneer accepts no
responsibility whatsoever if the qualifying rate is different to the rate indicated. All items in the catalogue that
are marked with AR are potentially qualifying items, and the royalty charge will be applied if the hammer
price achieved is more than the UK sterling equivalent of EURO 1, For qualifying items that sell for more than
the UK sterling equivalent of EURO 50, a sliding scale of royalty charges will apply â€” for a complete list of
the royalty charges and threshold levels, please see www. Any surplus so arising shall belong to the vendor; d
to remove, store and insure the Lot at your expense and, in the case of storage, either at our premises or
elsewhere; if that proves impractical, Grand Auctions reserves the right to sell the lot by private treaty or
auction without reserve. Accordingly neither the auctioneer nor our employees or agents shall incur liability
for death or personal injury except as required by law by reason of our negligence or similarly for the safety of
the property of persons visiting prior to or at a sale. Neither the auctioneer nor our employees or agents shall
be responsible for any failure to do so save where such failure is unreasonable. Where two or more
commission bids at the same level are recorded we reserve the right in our absolute discretion to prefer the
first bid so made. Any lot withdrawn either by the vendor or by Grand Auctions which is not collected within
three days of the sale will be subject to the same conditios as Clauses 8 and 9 in Terms of Sale. Prospective
buyers are given ample opportunities to view and inspect before any sale and they and any independent
experts on their behalf must satisfy themselves as to the accuracy of any description applied to a lot.
Prospective buyers also bid on the understanding that, inevitably, representations or statements by us as to
authorship, genuineness, origin, date, age, provenance, condition or estimated selling price involve matters of
opinion. We undertake that any such opinion shall be honestly and reasonably held and accept liability for
opinions given negligently or fraudulently. Subject to the foregoing neither we the auctioneer nor our
employees or agents nor the seller accept liability for the correctness of such opinions and all conditions and
warranties, whether relating to description, condition or quality of lots, express, implied or statutory, are
hereby excluded. This Condition is subject to the next following Condition concerning deliberate forgeries and
applies save as provided for in paragraph 6, Information to Buyers. Measurements are given in inches and
centimetres, height by width and are for guidance only. Has a signature which in our opinion is the signature
of the Artist. Is so dated and in our opinion was executed at that date. See Terms for details. There is no VAT
payable on this charge. FORGERIES Notwithstanding the preceding Condition, any Lot which proves to be a
deliberate forgery as defined may be returned to us by you within 21 days of the auction provided it is in the
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same condition as when bought, and is accompanied by particulars identifying it from the relevant catalogue
description and a written statement of defects. The right of return provided by this Condition is additional to
any right or remedy provided by law or by these Conditions of Sale. The value of the goods so covered shall
be gross amount realised, or in the case of unsold lots the best bid, or in the case of goods withdrawn prior to a
sale the reserve price or where there is no reserve that which the Auctioneers shall in their absolute discretion
estimate to be the auction value of such goods. The rate payable by the vendor is 1. Insurance is provided at
mid auction estimate. In the event of a claim settlement will be made at this level less normal charges as if the
lot had been sold for the mid estimate price. The Auctioneers shall not be responsible for accidental breakage,
loss or damage howsoever caused unless directly caused by negligence of their employees. In respect of any
article delivered to the Auctioneers if the vendor has in force a policy or policies of Insurance in which the
article is specifically mentioned as being insured, whether or not for an agreed sum or value, the vendor shall
notify his insurers of and shall himself note the Auctioneers interest as bailees in such policy or policies. We
shall have the right at our discretion, to refuse admission to our premises or attendance at our auctions by any
person. Any notice to any buyer, seller, bidder or viewer may be given by first class mail, email or Swiftmail
in which case it shall be deemed to have been received by the addressee 48 hours after posting. Special terms
may be used in catalogue descriptions of particular classes of items In which case the descriptions must be
interpreted in accordance with any glossary appearing at the commencement of the catalogue. Any indulgence
extended to bidders buyers or sellers by us notwithstanding the strict terms of these Conditions or of the Terms
of Consignment shall affect the position at the relevant time only and in respect of that particular concession
only; in all other respects these Conditions shall be construed as having full force and effect. English law
applies to the interpretation of these Conditions. Ivory, Rhino horn etc. Some countries also require import
permits as well and all permits must be in place prior to shipment. Please note no license is required to sell or
advertise within the EU if items are pre Buying Viewing Viewing times are clearly stated and all are welcome
to view the sale prior to auction. Viewing jewellery and watches will be monitored and clients will need to
register and obtain a viewing pass on the day. Bidding Clients are able to bid for lots in a number of ways â€”
by telephone bid, commission bid and online with The Saleroom website: They will be requested to give their
credit card details before a phone bid is accepted if they are unknown to Grand Auctions. Clients will be asked
to give their credit card details before commission bids are accepted, if they are unknown to Grand Auctions.
Further details can be obtained from Grand Auctions. There is normally no VAT on the hammer price. See
Terms for full details. The Grand Auctions does not charge its clients for collecting this sum. Payment We
accept the following three methods of payment: You will then be able to take your purchases away with you.
There is no extra charge for payment by debit card. Please allow 1 working day following a bank transfer
before we release your purchases. In the case of a cash payment or pin verified card payment made directly
into our account at a branch, we are able to release your purchases immediately. Please allow 7 working days
for the cheque to clear before we release your purchases. Collection of bought items Once payments have been
cleared with the cashiers, clients are able to collect their purchases on the day or within two working days
unless special arrangements have been made with Grand Auctions. For more information, please contact us.
For general items we recommend the local office of Mail Boxes Etc, telephone Selling Clients are welcome to
bring any item they wish to sell to Grand Auctions by prior appointment for appraisal. Once estimates and
reserves have been agreed, clients may leave their item s with Grand Auctions until the auction itself. There is
no charge for unsold lots if the lower estimate has been agreed or the auctioneer has been given discretion. All
items are catalogued in detail and illustrated on the Grand Auctions website, the Saleroom catalogue and by
agreement in the Grand Auctions catalogue. Auctions are advertised widely in the UK and abroad, where
suitable. Settlement Grand Auctions normally makes settlement by cheque or direct bank transfer within 28
working days after the auction. Grand Auctions reserves the right to withhold payment until all lots have been
paid for by the buyer. Any lot withdrawn either by the vendor or Grand Auctions which is not collected within
three days of the sale will be subject to the same conditions as Clauses 8 and 9 in Terms of Sale. No charge is
made for unsold items, unless items are not collected in good time. Please see Terms for full details.
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